
Installation instructions for Shore Station replacement canopies. 

Remove the cover from the box and place the bundle on the top of the canopy frame.  Unroll the replacement canopy 
down the length of the frame.  When completely unrolled, unfold the cover across the top of the canopy ribs and 
position squarely on the frame.  The black Quiklash webbing should now be on the inside and right behind or slightly 
above the aluminum canopy frame going lengthwise. 
 

    

 
 

                                                                   

 

 

                     

 

 

Fig. A 

Fig. C 

Steel boatlifts and Old Style (pre-2006). 

This canopy uses individual bungees with a metal hook on the end.  Attach each bungee 
through a perforated hole in the Quiklash webbing directly in-line with each canopy rib (fig. A.)  
Stretch the bungee underneath the round aluminum canopy frame and upward until you are 
able to insert the hook into the hole in the corresponding frame rib. (fig. B)  Alternate from side 
to side and end to end to make sure the top remains centered on the frame and is pulled 
evenly from all sides. 

Newer Style boatlifts with the spool hook attachment. 

This canopy uses individual bungees.  Attach each bungee through a perforated hole in the 
Quiklash webbing directly in-line with each canopy rib (fig. A).  Stretch the bungee underneath 
the round aluminum canopy frame and upward until you are able to loop the bungee cord 
around the spool hook on the corresponding frame rib.  Alternate from side to side and end to 
end to make sure the top remains centered on the frame and is pulled evenly from all sides.  
Multiple bungees can be used in corners. (fig C).   If more tension is desired, additional cords 
may be applied through the Quiklash holes and stretched to the spool hooks.  

** If desired, the hooks can easily be removed from the existing bungee cord by pushing the 
cording back up through the hook spiral, the use of a plier may help. 

Fig. B 
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New style canopy installation for Shore Station. 

 If your canopy frame utilizes the new puck system (fig. A) you will only need the bungee loops 
for the installation process.  The metal canopy clips may be discarded. 
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1. Remove the cover from the box and place the bundle on the top of the canopy frame 
and unroll the replacement canopy down the length of the frame.  When completely 
unrolled, unfold the cover across the top of the canopy ribs and position squarely on the 
frame.  The black Quiklash webbing should now be on the inside and right behind or 
slightly above the aluminum canopy frame going lengthwise and square on the frame. 

2. Attach a bungee loop through the quiklash webbing (fig. B) directly inline with each 
aluminum rib of the canopy frame. 

3. Alternating from side to side, stretch the bungee loop under the round aluminum frame 
and up around the white puck on each rib. (Fig. A ) 

4. Use the 6 bungee hooks (three per end) in the same fashion by lacing through the 
quiklash webbing and stretching up to either holes or hooks on each corresponding rib 
on each end of the canopy. (Fig. C )  Additional bungee loops may be used in the 
corners. (Fig. D) 
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Old Style Canopy Installation for Shore Station. 
If your canopy is the OLDER style that has spring hooks that stretch into  holes on each rib, you will need to 
utilize the bungee loops and canopy clips. (fig A) 

                                      
                                (Fig. A )                                                                    (Fig. B ) 

1. Remove the cover from the box and place the bundle on the top of the canopy frame 
and unroll the replacement canopy down the length of the frame.  When completely 
unrolled, unfold the cover across the top of the canopy ribs and position squarely on the 
frame.  The black Quiklash webbing should now be on the inside and right behind or 
slightly above the “round” aluminum canopy frame going lengthwise and positioned 
square on the frame. 

2. Attach a bungee loop through the quiklash webbing (fig. B) directly inline with each 
aluminum rib of the canopy frame, 

3. Next install a canopy clip onto each loop by pulling the bungee loop through the spiraled 
end of the clip. (fig. C ) 

4. Alternating from side to side, stretch the bungee UNDER the round aluminum beam and 
hook into the hole in the rib.(fig. D) 

5. Use the 6 bungee hooks (three per end) in the same fashion by lacing through the 
quiklash webbing and stretching up to either holes or hooks on each corresponding rib. 
(fig. E ) 
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